Wordscapes level 1884 answers
Wordscapes level 1884 in the Mist Group and Toad Pack contains 20 words
and the letters AGLNOR making it a relatively hard level.
This puzzle 65 extra words make it fun to play.
Reaching this point shows that you completed 21,500 words and 88,505 letters.
The words included in this word game are:
AGO, GAL, LAG, LOG, NAG, NOR, OAR, RAG, RAN, GALA, LOAN, RANG, ROAN, ALONG,
GROAN, ORGAN, ANGLO, GNARL, ANALOG, GRANOLA.
The extra or bonus words are:
ANGORA, RNA, GRAN, GORAL, RONG, GNAR, ARGAN, ORGANA, AGORA, LOGAN, LAGAN, NALA,
NAGA, LORN, RAGLAN, LONGA, RAGA, GRANA, AGON, ALAN, NAGOR, ALAR, GON,
NOG, AGA, ORG, ANOA, AAL, AGAR, LANG, ORAL, LARN, ROLAG, ORANG, ALANG, AGRO,
GAR, ANA, ARGAL, LORAN, ORA, ANAL, GAN, ALA, GORA, GOR, ARGON, LANGAR,
ALGOR, LARGO, LOR, GOA, GRAAL, AGONAL, ARNA, ANGA, GOAL, RANGA, ALGA, LONG,
RANA, GAOL, LANA, LAR, ARGOL.
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Word definitions - wordscapes level 1884
AGO - Gone; gone by; gone away; passed; passed away.
GAL - A gallon.
LAG - Late.
LOG - Logarithm.
NAG - A small horse; a pony.
NOR - Used to introduce a further negative statement.
OAR - An implement used to propel a boat or a ship in the water, having a flat blade
at one end, being rowed from the other end and being normally fastened to the vessel.

RAG - A coarse kind of rock, somewhat cellular in texture; ragstone.
RAN - Simple past of run.
GALA - Celebratory; festive.
LOAN - A sum of money or other valuables or consideration that an individual, group o
r other legal entity borrows from another individual, group or legal entity (the latt
er often being a financial institution) with the condition that it be returned or rep
aid at a later date (sometimes with interest).
RANG - Simple past of ring.
ROAN - Especially of a horse, having a coat of a dark base color with individual whit
e hairs mixed in.
ALONG - By the length; in a line with the length; lengthwise.
GROAN - A low, mournful sound uttered in pain or grief.
ORGAN - A largest part of an organism, composed of tissues that perform similar funct
ions.
ANGLO - An English person or person of English ancestry.

Word definitions - wordscapes level 1884
GNARL - A knot in wood; a large or hard knot, or a protuberance with twisted grain, o
n a tree.
ANALOG - In which the value of a data item (such as time) is represented by a continu
ously variable physical quantity that can be measured (such as the shadow of a sundia
l).
GRANOLA - A breakfast and snack food consisting of loose, crispy pellets made of nuts
, rolled oats, honey and other natural ingredients.

